
WHAT DO CUSTOMERS VALUE 
ABOUT ASSET MANAGEMENT?

Clear property records for easy 
sorting thanks to the tree structure.

Immediate deployment and 
a unique licensing model that saves 
costs.

Seamless experience thanks to the 
deep synergy with Service Desk.

Complete asset history with 
automatic change and location 
recording.

Users can easily view the assets they 
are directly responsible for.

Clear overview of all installed 
software & licenses (SAM).

Ensure compliance with security 
certifications like ISO 27001, 
ISO 19770, Cyber Essentials, etc.

Automated user account 
management with Entra ID and 
ALVAO integration.

Manage end-to-end asset lifecycle 
in one place, easily and efficiently.

For more information please visit
www.alvao.com

Are you familiar with 
these challenges as IT manager?  
→ Are your IT costs rising due to inefficient resource use? 
→ Are your assets recorded in Excel spreadsheets, making 
maintenance difficult?
→ Do you struggle to find relevant device information when 
incidents occur?

Access cost-effective IT budget planning with Asset Management – 
a secure single point of truth providing accurate data and audit trails 
to ensure asset accountability. No more lost or idle assets in storage.
decision-making and facilitating communication with top management.

Single point of truth 

Asset Management

Easily track asset ownership, locations, and status with just a few clicks. Gain a comprehensive view 
of all IT assets, both physical and consumable, and optimize their lifecycle from acquisition to disposal, 
all within a single platform.

HW & SW Discovery

Automatically detect active devices 
via TCP/IP, wherever they’re loca-
ted, without overloading or slowing 
down servers.

Discovery Agent

Utilize our Autonomous Agent and 
Agentless Asset Discovery to detect 
computers (Windows, Linux, macOS), 
printers, monitors, servers, switches, 
and more, both within and outside 
your network. With automatic 
detection running in the back-
ground, there's no need to initiate 
searches – leave it to us.

Manage your IT assets 
with SCCM integration

Enrich ALVAO data with SCCM 
records. Get more detailed insight 
into the usage of devices, software, 
and cloud resources.

Inventory Audit

Accelerate your audit with our web 
inventory, reducing the timeline 
from weeks to a few days. Receive 
employee notifications where you 
can view an overview of all assets 
they are responsible for.

M365 
Optimization Report

ALVAO helps you optimise your 
Microsoft 365 spend by connecting 
administrators with usage data, 
identifying cost saving opportu-
nities such as disabled or inactive 
users and double-licensed users. 
Licence optimisation can reduce 
costs by up to 30%.

All devices in Intune 
under your control

Connect ALVAO to Microsoft Intune 
for real-time information on all 
devices, including computers, iOS 
or Android mobile phones, and 
smart devices.

CMDB Diagram

Curate data from multiple sources 
to get a comprehensive, unified 
map of your IT infrastructure, ensu-
ring security and faster incident re-
solution with ALVAO’s Configura-
tion Database. Integrate your business 

apps with REST API

Integrate Asset Management with 
third-party applications like ERP 
and IT infrastructure monitoring 
tools to expedite data sharing, 
reduce processing time, and opti-
mize your infrastructure.



START

Asset Management
Universal Asset Inventory 
Asset Lifecycle 
Management
Advanced rights 
management
Paper handover protocols
Full Audit Log
Entra ID Integration
Employee portal with 
assigned assets
Mobile app to scan 
barcodes and QR codes

STANDARD

SLA 99.9%
Microsoft Azure US/EU/UK
Everything in START

 Software License Management
 Software and Hardware 
Discovery Standard 

 Electronic Handover Forms 
 Inventory Audits 
 Microsoft Intune Connector 

PROFESSIONAL

SLA 99.9%
Microsoft Azure US/EU/UK
Everything in STANDARD

 Software Asset Management Assistant 
 Asset Management Enterprise API 
 Asset Management Custom Apps
 Configuration Management
 M365 Optimization Report
 SNMP Network Discovery

ENTERPRISE

SLA 99.9%
Microsoft Azure US/EU/UK
Everything in PROFESSIONAL

 Independent Reporting
 Storage Sandbox  (without SLA guarantee)

Choose the best plan for your business

ASSET MANAGEMENT / PRICING

ALVAO Asset Management is available a as SaaS (Microsoft Azure, data residency available in the 
US, UK and EU) or on-premises.

Additional Information 

Asset Management is licensed per computer, which means that with one 
license, your company can track one Microsoft-detected computer and up 
to 50 other objects, including switches, routers, printers, and non-IT objects 
like keys, e-cards, and furniture. Minimum subscription of 50 computers.

You are in a good company


